INTRODUCTION
============

Transcriptional regulation is an essential gatekeeper in carcinogenesis ([@B1]), defining tissue and species identity, maintenance of cell function and cis-regulatory evolution ([@B2]). This regulation involves a myriad of proteins that assemble onto regulatory DNA elements to recruit RNA polymerases. Accurate determination of protein:DNA binding specificity is a key goal for understanding activity, and great effort has been devoted to generating databases of *in vitro* and *in vivo* determined sequence preferences for various factors \[such as JASPAR ([@B3]) or TRANSFAC ([@B4])\]. Microarray analysis has allowed unprecedented access to high-throughput data on transcription factor binding locations by techniques such as chromatin immunoprecipitation on microarray (ChIP-chip) ([@B5]), and more recent, high-resolution techniques such as ChIP-seq ([@B6]), but few factors have been studied in high resolution, and the resulting data leave ambiguous whether the observed protein:DNA interaction is direct or indirect ([@B7]). One promising strategy for a better understanding of transcription factor binding specificities has been the use of DNA-based protein binding microarrays (PBMs), which enable the study of diverse DNA sequences through the equilibrium binding of individual epitope-tagged transcription factors to DNA microarrays ([@B8],[@B9]), detected by subsequent antibody staining or SPR microscopy ([@B10]).

Organisms as diverse as human, rat, *Drosophila* and yeast use the same set of conserved general transcription factors (GTFs) to initiate mRNA synthesis ([@B11]). One of the central GTFs is TATA-binding protein (TBP), a sequence-specific DNA-binding protein that recognizes the TATA box sequence, typically located approximately 30 bp upstream of transcriptional start sites ([@B12]). Although TATA boxes are only found at ∼20% of all transcriptional start sites ([@B13]), TBP serves as a core protein to recruit RNA polymerase II to specific promoter regions. TBP forms large multi-protein complexes with TBP-associated factors (TAFs) and other GTFs, such as TFIIA and IIB, which alter its site specificity and aid in directing transcription ([@B13]). However, these assemblies may comprise more than 30 polypeptides, and the formation and DNA sequence preferences of distinct combinations of these GTFs remain poorly understood. Thus, an understanding of the combinatorial logic underlying genetic networks requires the ability to analyze multi-protein complexes, both at equilibrium and during binding, on a large number of DNA scaffolds.

Here, we describe total internal reflectance fluorescence (TIRF)--PBM, a novel PBM assay that achieves multi-protein detection as well as enabling single experiment measurement of both thermodynamic equilibrium binding conditions and kinetic rates of association and dissociation. In TIRF--PBM (shown schematically in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), an array of hydrogel spots, each containing a unique double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), is synthesized on a slide and the slide is integrated into a flow cell chamber. The array slide is used as a waveguide to generate TIRF conditions in the flow-cell chamber, enabling the sensitive optical detection of fluorescently labeled proteins bound to the DNA in the array. This novel combination of TIRF, hydrogel arrays and fluorescently labeled proteins was used to analyze the binding of the GTFs TBP, TFIIA and IIB singly and in combination across an array of dsDNA containing binding site variants. The results of this analysis illustrate the relevance of multi-protein complexes as determinants of sequence specificity, validating TIRF--PBM and demonstrating its potential to elucidate multi-protein:DNA interactions, including general transcription complexes as well as multiple transcriptional activators. Figure 1.Schematic of TIRF--PBM. Amino-modified dsDNA oligonucleotides are linked via reaction with epoxide groups to polymer units and the DNA polymer is printed in a microarray on a slide, followed by treatment by UV to cross-link the polymer into stable, swellable hydrogel spots. This PBM is then probed by flowing fluorescently labeled protein/complex across the slide, with an evanescent excitation wave generated using the slide as an optical waveguide. Fluorescence in multiple excitation/emission pairs is scanned in real-time (shown is false-colored binding of TBP) across the arrays during the binding reaction, giving equilibrium and kinetic measurements for multiple proteins in complexes binding to the dsDNA features of the array.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Oligonucleotide library generation
----------------------------------

For the initial screening and proof of concept for our TIRF--PBM, a limited set of 96 dsDNA sequences were generated by primer extension ([@B14]) of a pool of synthetic 51-mer template strands (Integrated DNA Technologies), each with an invariant region recognized by a common amino-modified primer (primer sequence 5′-amino-C6-GGACCGATTGACTTGA-3′). Template strands, 5′ to 3′, are shown in [Supplementary Table 1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1). Templates and primers were mixed in 96-well plates, annealed via slow cooling from 90°C and then extended by DeepVent exo-polymerase (New England BioLabs, see [Supplementary Figure 1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1) for a representative gel of the extension reaction), manually purified by phenol:chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation and transferred to 96-well plates for printing.

Hydrogel synthesis and arraying
-------------------------------

Polyacrylamide-epoxide co-polymer hydrogel (poly dimethyl acrylamide co epoxy methacrylate co benzophenone methacrylate) was synthesized by a statistical radical polymerization at 65°C for 16 h in ethyl acetate using AIBN (azobisisobutyronitrile) as an initiator, followed by precipitation in ethyl ether. Polymer was reacted at 4°C overnight with amino-terminated dsDNA in 96-well plates, with a final concentration of 10 µM DNA and 2 mg/ml polymer. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) microscope slides were spotted with the polymer--DNA mixture using a pin printing device (GMS 417 Arrayer, Affymetrix) at 50% humidity. After arraying, the polymer was UV-cross-linked into a hydrogel with 260 nm light with 1 J/cm^2^ energy. The average spot size was between 400 and 600 µm in diameter. SEM investigation of the surface in a dry state shows a regular array of well-formed polymeric dots with internal pore sizes compatible with protein complex access to DNA ([Supplementary Figure 2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)).

Protein expression, purification and labeling
---------------------------------------------

His-tagged constructs for yeast TBP, TFIIA and IIB were generously donated by Laurie Stargell (CSU). All constructs were transformed into BL21 host cells, grown to OD~600~ 0.6 in Luria-Bertani media, induced with 0.2% Isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-1-thiogalactopyranoside at 37°C for 4 h and the cells were harvested by centrifugation. For TBP and TFIIB, cells were lysed via French press under native conditions (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF)) and proteins were purified on NiNTA agarose (Qiagen) with 80 mM imidazole wash and 300 mM imidazole elution. This was followed by dialysis and cation exchange chromatography using BioRex70 resin (BioRad) with a linear gradient from 100 mM NaCl to 1 M NaCl in 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 0.1 mM PMSF, 10% glycerol. Cells containing the subunits of TFIIA, Toa1 and Toa2, were lysed under denaturing conditions (8 M urea, 100 mM sodium phosphate, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 8.0) via French press and the two cell lysates were combined. Urea was dialyzed out of the solution to refold the subunits together ([@B15]). The refolded TFIIA was then purified by NiNTA agarose as for TBP and TFIIB as explained above ([Supplementary Figure 3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1), sodium docecyl sulfate (SDS) gel of purified proteins). Purified protein was then covalently conjugated to a variety of commercial dye labels on solvent-exposed lysine residues using N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) attachment chemistry under careful stoichiometric control (Pierce). Briefly, purified protein was dialyzed into a buffer lacking primary amines (1× PBS: 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, with 10% glycerol) and concentrated to \>20 µM. NHS-DyLight conjugate (DyLight 549, DyLight 649 or DyLight 488) was suspended in dimethyl formamide and added to the solution. Care must be taken to avoid excess labeling or reaction with lysines important for protein function, and to ensure minimal disruption, the labeling reaction was carried out substoichiometrically (\<0.5 moles NHS per mole of protein) for 1 h at 4°C. The labeling reaction was halted by introduction of 1 mM ethanolamine and 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, and excess dye was removed via dialysis into 1× PBS with 10% glycerol. The function of the labeled proteins was assessed by gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), which were performed as described previously ([@B16],[@B17]). This step ensures that the random labeling does not significantly disrupt function or activity, and we find that labeled TBP, TFIIA and IIB formed complexes with expected DNA affinity (data not shown).

TIRF instrumentation
--------------------

A high-power light-emitting diode (LED) (Luxeon II) serves as the TIRF light source. The beam is focused with a cylindrical lens, and intersects the edge of the microscope slides at a range of angles 70° ± 10°, all greater than the critical angle of 60° for total internal reflectance conditions in our setup. This range of angles leads to a uniform evanescent field across the array ([@B18]) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The microscope slide is fitted into a reaction chamber with a peltier temperature control. Emitted light from the array is collected through the microscope slide by a peltier-cooled (−18°C) charge-coupled device camera. The following excitation sources, excitation filters and emission filters were used: for DyLight 649 and Cy5, a Luxeon III 620-645 nm LED source (Phillips) with a 650 nm lowpass emission filter and a 700BP40 excitation filter (Thorlabs). For Dylight 549, a Luxeon V 520-500 nm LED source with a 550nm lowpass emission filter and a 600BP40 excitation filter was used. For DyLight 488, a Luxeon V 460--490 nm LED source with a 500 nm lowpass emission filter and a 550BP20 excitation filter was used. For SYBR Gold staining, a Luxeon 460--490 nm LED source with a 500 nm lowpass excitation filter and a 600BP40 excitation filter was used.

Reaction conditions
-------------------

The reaction chamber was first blocked at 30°C for 15 min with amine buffer (10 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 10 mM ethanolamine, 0.1% SDS solution) to react with any remaining epoxide groups, then with phosphate buffered saline (1× PBS) supplemented with 5% BSA and 1% Tween 20. Proteins were suspended in a running buffer of 1× PBS, 0.5% BSA and 0.01% Tween 20. To facilitate TBP binding in the absence of cofactors, 5 mM MgCl~2~ was included in trials with TBP alone. The chamber was then briefly washed with running buffer, and protein samples in running buffer were introduced at 25°C using a syringe pump with a constant flow at 50 ul/min. Ten seconds integrations of fluorescent signal were collected, typically for 1 h. To stimulate protein:DNA dissociation, running buffer without protein was then introduced at the same flow rate, and signal capture was continued. The arrays were regenerated by washing with a regeneration buffer (1× PBS with 1 M NaCl and 1% Tween 20).

Data normalization and analysis
-------------------------------

Data were collected for each sequence across five replicate spots using ATR Reader 1.0 (Imtek). Measured spot intensities were quantified using Signalyse 2.0 (from Holgar Klapproth). Spots with high error (SD/signal \>0.5) were flagged and excluded from further analysis. For each batch of arrays, one array was stained with SYBR Gold and analyzed to establish DNA intensity for each spotted sequence. Any spots displaying DNA signal more than 2 times or less than 0.5 times, the average DNA signals were flagged and excluded from further analysis. Normalized binding intensity was generated by dividing raw protein signal fluorescent intensity by normalized DNA intensity for that sequence. These normalized values were used for all subsequent analysis. Data were processed with Excel 2000 (Microsoft), Mathematica 6 (Wolfram) and Graphpad Prism 5.01 (Graphpad). Position weight matrixes (PWMs) were generated and analyzed by Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation (MEME) ([@B19]), using the correction for small sample size. Clusters of sequences were compared using pair wise two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test with Welsh\'s correction. Comparison to existing consensus motifs was performed using Hamming distance of the degenerated motif to the known motif, as previously described ([@B20]).

RESULTS
=======

TIRF as a tool for PBM analysis
-------------------------------

TIRF has been used to great effect in investigations of fluorescent analytes within a confined area, such as in studies of membrane-bound proteins in cells ([@B21]). In this study, TIRF is coupled to a microarray to enable real-time detection of GTF binding across a microarray. Our TIRF instrument ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) has a temperature and flow-rate controlled reaction chamber positioned on top of the printed hydrogel--DNA dot array region on a microscope slide. A cylindrical lens spreads the incident light to multiple, similar angles of incidence all greater than the critical angle ([@B18]) on the edge of the microscope slide (waveguide), creating an evanescent field of uniform intensity which excites the fluorescently labeled proteins. The exponential decrease of the field with distance results in low background signal, precluding time-consuming washing steps and makes TIRF--PBM sensitive to detection of only molecules located within the hydrogel, as only a few tenths of a percent of molecules in solution generate signal ([@B22]). The high sensitivity of TIRF, coupled with this real-time detection capability, expands PBM analysis and provides a route for studying protein complex formation on DNA.

dsDNA hydrogel synthesis and characterization
---------------------------------------------

The attachment of DNA to silane-coated glass ([@B23]) is poorly suited to the study of DNA-binding proteins due to surface irregularities, roughness and high levels of nonspecific protein binding ([@B24]). To overcome this challenge, TIRF--PBM uses arrays of swellable hydrogel dots impregnated with dsDNA oligonucleotides, which are more favorable for unperturbed protein binding ([@B25]), especially for kinetic measurements. In this initial study, a minimal set of 96 sequences was used, but the technique is compatible with much larger microarrays. dsDNA is made by primer extension ([@B14]) and covalently linked to the hydrogel to enable reuse of each slide and prevent signal irregularities from leeching processes. This process generates spots with a uniform quantity of dsDNA, retained even under stringent wash conditions ([Supplementary Figure 4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)), and shows greater uniformity and more robust signal than coupling to epoxy-silane glass (data not shown). The accessibility of protein to the dsDNA was confirmed using Cy5-labeled streptavidin and biotin-modified dsDNA ([Supplementary Figure 5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)).

GTF equilibrium binding specificities
-------------------------------------

We examined the interactions of several GTFs (TBP, and TFIIA and IIB from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) to study how protein--protein and protein:DNA interactions influence consensus DNA site specificity and affinity. A deeper understanding of how these interactions drive the specificity and affinity of the preinitiation complex has profound biological implications. Our initial study focuses on 96 DNA sequences that contain variants of recognition elements for the GTFs; these are derived from genomic promoters ([@B26],[@B27]), previous investigations ([@B12],[@B17],[@B28],[@B29]) and single-base substitutions. Purified GTFs were covalently tagged using *N*-hydroxy succinimide cross-linking with the fluorescent dyes DyLight 549, DyLight 649 and DyLight 488; at substoichiometric ratios this resulted in ∼10% labeling ([@B16]). Although NHS cross-linking may not be an applicable technique for the labeling of all recombinant proteins, we verified that the protein labeling procedure did neither alter DNA specificity ([Supplementary Figure 6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)) nor DNA affinity \[as described previously ([@B16]), data not shown\] in the proteins used here. TIRF--PBM analysis was conducted for each factor at multiple protein concentrations under equilibrium binding conditions. TBP, TFIIA and IIB display fluorescent binding intensity differences that vary in sequence-specific and protein concentration-dependent fashion, revealing significant binding specificity preferences to variant DNA sequences ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, sequences clustered by DNA preferences across all GTF binding conditions). GTF concentrations in excess of the *K*^consensus^~D~ show uniformly less specific binding. Figure 2.TIRF--PBM data for 96 DNA sequences and several protein conditions. The labeled proteins DyLight 649-TBP, DyLight 649-TFIIA and DyLight 649-TFIIB, as well as the binary complexes generated by the addition of DyLight 488-TFIIA or DyLight 549-TFIIB to a fixed concentration (0.5 nM) of DyLight 649-TBP and the ternary complex of DyLight 649-TBP: DyLight 549-TFIIB: DyLight 488-TFIIA (TBP and TFIIB held at 0.5 nM) at varied concentrations were flowed across a PBM with 480 features (96 unique sequences) and allowed to reach equilibrium binding. Equilibrium binding fluorescence intensities of DyLight 649 for each condition are shown in a spectrum from lowest (violet) to highest (red) signal, with inconsistent values removed (gray). A control reaction with the DyLight 649-labeled methyltransferase M.HhaI is included. DNA sequences are clustered by similarity of binding across all conditions tested, and form 12 distinct clusters (*P* \< 0.05). For observed patterns and correlation to existing sequence binding annotation, see Results and Discussion section.

TBP binding specificities confirm previous results
--------------------------------------------------

We focused initially on the binding of TBP and its modulation by TFIIA and IIB, as TBP is an essential and well-conserved factor used for transcription in all eukaryotes, with well-established binding properties and a known consensus of TATA(A/T)A(A/T)(A/G). 'Good' or 'poor' TBP binding predictions for 58 of the 96 sequences in our array were identified using existing databases ([@B26],[@B27]) ([Supplementary Table 1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)). The observed fluorescent binding intensities of TBP varied in a DNA sequence-dependent manner ([Supplementary Figure 7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)), and we define protein sequence specificity as the normalized fluorescent intensity at equilibrium for a given sequence, as compared across the intensities of the complete dataset (kinetic association and dissociation constants were also obtained and used to determine thermodynamic constants, see below and [Supplementary Table 2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)).

These normalized binding intensities (specificities) are highly correlated with the database-predicted binding behavior, with 51 in agreement and 7 (sequences 2, 15, 22, 27, 52, 63 and 86) showing deviations from database prediction (as seen below, at least one of these seven sequences agreed with prior ChIP data). PWMs were generated from TIRF--PBM data by alignment of the highest specificity sequences using MEME ([@B19]) ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The TBP motif agrees well with the known TATA box consensus (*P* \< 2.44 × 10^−4^). Disruptions of this core TATA box sequence cause the predicted changes in TBP binding, as do changes involving the flanking sequences ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, TBP column). For example, sequence 13 (core site TATAAAG) displays the expected, high TBP binding specificity and systematic replacement of individual bases with cytosine (1, 7, 16, 23, 27 and 34) or guanine (2, 17, 28, 43, 47 and 48) results in modest changes in TBP specificity, as previously reported ([@B17]). Specificity for sequences derived from genomic promoter regions is highly correlated with previous studies. For example, sequences derived from coding sections of the *S. cerevisiae* genome (sequences 16, 35, 38, 40, 48, 83 and 84) show low TBP specificity in our assay, as well as low specificity for the TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB ternary complex ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB column). Sequence 16 is an exception, and displayed high specificity for the TBP:TFIIB and TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB complexes, consistent with the presence of the consensus TFIIB recognition element (BRE). Sequences with known TBP preferences (sequences 9, 11, 12, 14, 18, 25, 26--28, 30, 34, 36, 41, 42, 46, 50, 53, 63, 71, 72, 91 and 93) display the expected specificity for TBP and the TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB complex ([@B27],[@B28]). Ten of these sequences (9, 18, 26--28, 30, 53, 71, 72 and 93) were previously investigated by ChIP-chip studies ([@B30]). Eight of these displayed consistent TBP specificity \[including sequence 27, which had different behavior predicted from *in vitro* work ([@B17])\], while two (18 and 53) showed TBP and TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB complex specificity contrary to the previous analysis ([@B30]). Figure 3.The binding of different GTFs favors different sequence motifs. Binding logograms for different proteins and complexes were generated by aligning the sequences of the highest intensity scores on the array (*n* \> 9 for each condition). These logograms demonstrate that the labeled proteins TBP and TFIIB in the TIRF--PBM exhibit DNA sequence specificity in agreement with known consensus sequences. Additionally, the binary and ternary complexes exhibit differential binding preference, reflecting the role of TFIIA and IIB in organizing TBP on the correct sequence.

Gel shifts were performed to validate our observed specificities on sequences 15, 63 and 86 (which were inconsistent with database predictions) as well as on sequences 1, 6, 44, 46, 75 and 76 (which agree with database predictions and span a range of observed affinities). We find dissociation constants that confirm TIRF--PBM observations of both tight and weak binding specificities ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that the small degree of disagreement with prediction stems largely from the effects of flanking sequence \[e.g. sequence 86 is extremely guanine-rich, consistent with reduced TBP binding even in the presence of a TATA box ([@B31])\] and DNA structural effects (e.g. we predict sequence 15 to form extensive hairpin structures based on sequence analysis). Table 1.Comparison of TIRF--PBM and EMSA dissociation constantsSequence*K*^app^~D~ EMSA (nM)*K*^app^~D~ TIRF (nM)EMSA/TIRF ratio125.2 ± 2.619.4 ± 1.61.3065.5 ± 1.51.6 ± 0.13.43155.9 ± 2.63.5 ± 0.31.69444.2 ± 1.63.8 ± 0.41.119137 ± 1421.0 ± 2.01.766337 ± 2139 ± 510.95753.1 ± 1.31.2 ± 0.12.58464.5 ± 0.94.2 ± 0.31.07761.6 ± 0.51.8 ± 0.10.8986170 ± 90122 ± 171.39[^1]

TFIIA and IIB binding and alteration of TBP specificity
-------------------------------------------------------

TIRF--PBMs for TFIIA and IIB correlate well with the limited previous studies of the individual proteins. TFIIA has negligible affinity for DNA but cross-linking studies have shown localization to regions surrounding the TATA box ([@B32],[@B33]) and DNA contacts may contribute to TFIIA\'s modulation of TBP binding ([@B32],[@B34]). The small degree of binding shown with even a 10-fold excess of TFIIA ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, TFIIA column) may result from indirect readout of the overall DNA structure ([@B33]). In contrast, TFIIB interacts significantly with basepairs on both sides of the TATA box; the consensus for the upstream BRE is (G/C)(G/C)(A/G)CGCC ([@B35]). TFIIB specificity varies less than what was observed with TBP, but varies among sequences with a consensus BRE (e.g. sequences 3, 6, 21, 23 and 58), indicating that flanking interactions and DNA structural changes influence TFIIB binding. In our assay, TFIIB displays a PWM similar to the consensus BRE ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P*-values for sequences containing this motif were ≤6.1 × 10^−4^) ([@B19],[@B36]).

TBP binding specificity with either TFIIA or IIB was examined with TBP held at 0.5 nM, while TFIIA or IIB were varied from 0.5 nM to 5 or 50 nM, respectively. The binding of these binary complexes (measured by the TBP binding intensity) showed patterns of specificity different from when any of the three proteins were incubated separately ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, TBP:TFIIA and TBP:TFIIB columns), and the pattern was maintained whether or not the interacting factor was dye labeled ([Supplementary Figure 6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)). The modulation of TBP site preference, dependent on the presence of either TFIIA or IIB, is consistent with prior work identifying TFIIA and IIB as regulators of TBP specificity and affinity to DNA binding sites ([@B17],[@B31; @B32; @B33],[@B37; @B38; @B39; @B40; @B41; @B42]). We generated PWMs for the highest binding binary and ternary complexes of our GTFs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), although comparison is complicated by the lack of multi-factor motifs present in the literature. The motif for TBP:TFIIB shows a preference for both a BRE and TATA box (*P* \< 6.6 × 10^−11^), as predicted from structural studies ([@B43]). Interestingly, the highest specificity sequences for the TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB complex displays a weak TATA box and an upstream BRE-like region (*P* \< 2.3 × 10^−5^). The TATA box motif is often found in ChIP-chip studies of TBP ([@B30],[@B44]), but TBP is also known to extensively act at TATA-less promoters ([@B45],[@B46]).

To test our prediction that the ternary complex binding reveals a binding motif reflective of *in vivo* behavior discovered by ChIP, we used MAST ([@B47]) to find the set of open reading frame (ORFs) in the yeast genome that contain the ternary motif in their upstream promoter regions, and compared these to the set of ORFs with promoter regions bound by TBP, as determined in a recent, high-resolution ChIP study ([@B44]). The ORFs for each set were sorted by cellular process, and there is a significant correlation between the ChIP-derived TBP motif and the TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB motif we find in TIRF--PBM (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.92); whereas the single protein TBP motif we discover in TIRF--PBM displays significantly less correlation (Pearson coefficient 0.65, [Supplementary Figure 8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)). TBP:TFIIA exhibited more selective binding than TBP alone, suggesting that TFIIA may reduce the specificity of TBP for improper sites, consistent with the known *in vivo* role of TFIIA ([@B32],[@B39]). TBP alone displays less than 10^3^ preference for the TATA box, while most TFs display approximately 10^6^ preference for their cognate sites over nonspecific DNA, highlighting the role of additional GTFs in directing TBP binding. The preferred TBP:TFIIA and TBP:TFIIB motifs that we observe are similar, with a degenerate TATA box with a G-rich 5′-region (*P* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^). The affinity of TFIIA for BRE sites is established ([@B48]), and this motif is biologically relevant; for example, it appears in sequence 46, which is derived from the adenovirus major later promoter (AdMLP), shows high specificity by TBP:TFIIA and is well-known by highly preferred by GTFs ([@B49]). TBP:TFIIB bind more tightly than TBP:TFIIA to TATA box sites ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, TBP:TFIIB column), consistent with previous *in vitro* studies ([@B31],[@B32],[@B39],[@B40]). The TBP:TFIIB complex PWM ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 6.6 × 10^−11^) is consistent with binding contributions from both proteins, along with enhanced specificity for a 3′-region of the core TATA box rich in G. The preferred sequences for the ternary TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB complex have a degenerate TATA box and G-rich 5′-BRE motif ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 2.3 × 10^−5^) and the promoters containing this motif correspond well with the observed *in vivo* behavior of the GTFs in the transcriptional complex as shown through TBP ChIP studies ([@B44]). Notably, the most preferred sequence for the ternary complex is the AdMLP sequence ([@B46]), which has been exhaustively studied with these and other GTFs ([@B49]).

Our observations are consistent with the known roles of sequence content on GTF binding. For example, guanine-rich tracts flanking the TATA box (such as in sequence 90) are known to reduce TBP binding ([@B31]), which is recovered when TBP is in complex with TFIIB. Sequences with overall low specificity for TBP alone have an increased level of binding for TBP:TFIIB (e.g. 16, 28 and 93), consistent with TFIIB\'s role in increasing TBP\'s ability to bind off-consensus sites ([@B31],[@B39]). TFIIB can also increase the specificity of TBP for favored sites, such as sequence 68 (which contains a TATA box and BRE), which displays high binding of TBP alone, which further increases when bound by the TBP:TFIIB complex ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B39]). In our system, we also observed the known ability of TFIIB to direct the TBP:TFIIB complex away from sites that lack G-rich features ([@B31]), seen in a sequence that contains a TATA box surrounded by primarily A and C repeats (sequence 18). This sequence binds TBP alone, but shows reduced specificity in the TBP:TFIIB complex.

Multiplex detection of DNA-binding proteins
-------------------------------------------

The instrument\'s excitation and emission filters are easily changed, allowing the simultaneous detection of multiple uniquely labeled GTFs across the array ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}a). Four statistically distinct clusters of sequences (pair wise two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test with Welsh\'s correction, *P* \< 0.01) are apparent for the binding of co-incubated TBP and TFIIB ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}b). One sequence cluster with an average TBP to TFIIB ratio of 9.5 ± 1.0 reflects sequences where TBP binds essentially to the exclusion of TFIIB and generates a conserved TATA box PWM (*P* \< 2 × 10^−4^). A second cluster displays a TBP:TFIIB ratio of 0.83 ± 0.03 and the PWM shows both a TATA box and a G-rich 5′-region similar to a BRE (*P* \< 4 × 10^−9^). This equal binding cluster correlates with the sequences that display the highest specificity of the ternary complex (shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A third cluster displays a 3-fold preference for TFIIB (ratio of 0.33 ± 0.06), but displayed little sequence conservation. The fourth cluster, composed almost exclusively of low-specificity sequences, displays a weak TATA box motif (*P* \< 8 × 10^−5^). This cluster shows that with nonpreferred sites, TBP displays a low specificity and may associate with TFIIB despite the lack of a clear TFIIB binding site. No clear patterns of regulation were apparent when the Gene Ontology of the motifs generated from each cluster was compared, which is not wholly surprising in light of the diverse involvement of the GTFs in gene regulation ([@B44],[@B46]). Figure 4.TIRF--PBM serves as a robust platform for multiplex protein detection. (**a**) Fluorescence binding intensity data for each of multiple proteins in a complex incubated on the PBM. Shown are false colors merges (TBP in red, TFIIB in green and TFIIA in blue) for the complexes formed with 0.5 nM of: TBP:TFIIB, TBP:TFIIA and TBP:TFIIB:TFIIA (each condition probed on a separate PBM run). Sequences are individually clustered for each merge by ratio of GTFs. (**b**) TBP:TFIIB, the ratio of binding of TBP and TFIIB, when co-incubated, clusters into four distinct behavior patterns (*P* \< 0.01). Each of these clusters reflects a bias in those sequence for binding by TBP alone, TFIIB alone, the TBP:TFIIB complex or those that can bind either TBP or TBP:TFIIB. TBP:TFIIA, under the same analysis, the binding of TBP and TFIIA simultaneously forms two distinct clusters (*P* \< 0.01): sequences that bind the TBP:TFIIA complex, and sequences that exclusively bind TBP. TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB, the binding of the three GTFs is plotted by compared normalized TFIIB binding to the ratio of TBP/TFIIA binding, and analysis of the binding for all three proteins indicates four clusters (*P* \< 0.01). These clusters reveal sequences where TBP binds much higher than the other GTFs (blue), where the GTFs bind equally in complex (green) and two additional clusters which favor TBP (red) or TFIIB (black). (**c**) PWM motifs for each condition were generated by MEME and reflect sequence specificity of each cluster.

A similar analysis was performed for TBP and TFIIA, and the sequences form two distinct clusters (*P* \< 0.01): sequences that bind both TBP and TFIIA (binding ratio 0.97 ± 0.04, *P* \< 2.9 × 10^−11^) and sequences that favor TBP binding (3.4 ± 0.2 ratio, *P* \< 4 × 10^−7^). As TFIIA has minimal affinity for DNA by itself, this clustering is consistent with expectations ([@B32],[@B40]). The sites that favor binding of both GTFs display a motif with a TATA box flanked on both ends by G-rich regions, and this motif is significantly enriched in the yeast genome in the upstream promoter regions of tRNA genes and translation involved ORFs (33.3% of ORFs bound by the motif, as compared with \<7.9% translation involved across all yeast genes). Previous studies have shown the involvement of TFIIA specifically in the expression of tRNA ([@B50],[@B51]), suggesting that our 1:1 TBP:TFIIA binding motif coincides with tRNA gene regulation, and Gene Ontology searches using our TBP:TFIIA motif find tRNA gene promoter regions over-represented \[15 of the 51 (29.4%) high confidence matches\].

The simultaneous binding signal for all three GTFs was compared and found to form four distinct clusters of sequences (*P* \< 0.01). When the normalized intensity of TFIIB binding is plotted against the ratio of TBP to TFIIA binding, these clusters are visible as separate regions in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}b, TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB. One cluster (blue) displays TBP specificity far higher than seen for the other proteins, and its PWM shows a conserved TATA box (*P* \< 2.2 × 10^−4^). A second cluster (red) shows favored TBP binding, but this cluster is distinguished from the first cluster by different specificity for TFIIA and IIB, although it retains a TATA box PWM (*P* \< 2.2 × 10^−4^). The overlap seen between the red and blue clusters is due to different ranges of values for TBP and TFIIA, which result in similar TBP/TFIIA ratios. A third cluster (green) has all three GTFs binding at equivalent levels (TBP/TFIIA ratio 0.94 ± 0.2, TBP:TFIIB ratio 0.94 ± 0.2) and the PWM shows a very poorly conserved TATA box with a purine-rich 5′-region (*P* \< 2 × 10^−6^). The remaining cluster (black) corresponds to slightly favored TFIIB binding and does not show significant sequence conservation.

Kinetic and thermodynamic investigation of TBP binding affinity
---------------------------------------------------------------

Although the binding intensity analysis described in [Figures 2--4](#F2 F3 F4){ref-type="fig"} does not allow a quantitative assessment of kinetics and thermodynamics, the TIRF--PBM assay is fully capable of providing this. We determined the kinetic on (*k*~on~) and off (*k*~off~) rates of the binding of the GTFs to the oligonucleotide sequences in our array using a continuous buffer flow through the flow cell of our TIRF--PBM instrument, following the methodology of SPR sensor techniques ([@B10]). The fluorescent intensity for each protein was observed to follow first-order association kinetics; and removal of the GTFs from solution results in a drop in fluorescent intensity consistent with predicted dissociation kinetics (e.g. see TBP kinetic traces in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For each binding condition, *k*~on~ and *k*~off~ were determined and used to generate the apparent thermodynamic dissociation constants (*K*^app^~D~, [Supplementary Table 2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)). The TIRF--PBM *K*~D~^S^\'s for TBP span a more than 600-fold range in affinity and agree with known values for specific and nonspecific TBP binding sequences. The range of dissociation constants captured in our initial experiments was limited (e.g. low signal prevented measurement of many *K*~D~s for TFIIA), but illustrate the potential for TIRF--PBM to capture *K*~D~s over a wide range, comparable with SPR kinetic determinations ([@B52]). Dissociation constants determined by traditional gel EMSAs show accurate agreement with dissociation constants derived from TIRF--PBM, with approximately 2-fold variance ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These results demonstrate that TIRF--PBM captures both equilibrium binding intensity and kinetic rate measurements in a single experiment. Figure 5.TIRF--PBMs collect kinetic association and dissociation traces from every feature. Time course of raw fluorescence intensity across eight features on the array, illustrating association when protein is present in the flowing buffer, followed by dissociation when protein is removed, and regeneration of the surface when buffer containing 1 M NaCl is introduced.

DISCUSSION
==========

It is well appreciated that the transcription factors in a eukaryotic cell assemble in transient and promoter-specific fashion to direct the transcription of particular genes ([@B53]), but there is still a pressing need for techniques to probe these transient complexes. TIRF--PBM provides a robust method to elucidate the intricate, combinatorial binding behavior of multi-transcription factor complexes, which is most evident in our multiplex analysis of individually labeled factors in complex with one another ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To establish the validity of TIRF--PBM measurements, we performed an extensive comparison and validation of TIRF--PBM-derived specificity for TBP ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), compared with prior *in vitro* and *in vivo* measurements ([@B27],[@B28],[@B30],[@B44],[@B54]). These measurements indicate broad agreement with studies of sequence effects on TBP binding ([@B17],[@B27],[@B28],[@B31]). On sequences exhibiting differential binding behavior between our work and prior *in vitro* measurements ([@B17]) relying on single proteins, our observations were largely shown to be consistent with *in vivo* experiments ([@B30],[@B44]). Since our method and the *in vivo* work both reflect the preferences of multi-protein complexes, we suggest that the use of *in vitro* multi-protein approaches better recapitulate the *in vivo* behavior of GTFs.

We investigated the specificity of TFIIA and IIB ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and their affect on TBP specificity, to illustrate a strategy for addressing inquiries into multi-protein effects on binding behavior. Comparison of our multi-protein GTF motifs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) to ChIP studies ([@B44]) shows much greater agreement than is seen from measurements of the specificity of TBP alone in our assay ([Supplementary Figure 8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)) or based on the reported TBP consensus sequence ([@B3]). This provides evidence for the expectation that multi-factor complexes will display binding more consistent with their *in vivo* functionality. Additionally, the reduced specificity for the TATA box and raised specificity for other elements that we observe in our TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB multi-protein motif ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is consistent with the observation that *in vivo*, the GTF complex binds a larger number of sites than the number of possible TATA boxes ([@B13],[@B29]). Our data clearly shows that the ternary complex of TBP:TFIIA:TFIIB binds to a different set of sequences than any individual GTF ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), illustrating the novel information available to multi-protein studies. We also collected kinetic binding information ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) for each GTF and combinations of GTFs, and the observed values for TBP binding ([Supplementary Table 2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp424/DC1)) closely match previous observations ([@B31],[@B32]). Altogether, these results agree with the known roles of TFIIA and TFIIB in driving promoter site specificity and affinity for TBP *in vivo* ([@B17],[@B31; @B32; @B33; @B34],[@B38],[@B39],[@B42]), and suggest that there is untapped information in the great diversity of sequences that bind at a lower, but still significant, level. These novel observations of binary and ternary multi-protein complexes on DNA ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) cannot be obtained from single protein studies, and suggest a dynamic interplay of different, functional complexes that may exist *in vivo*.

The application of this technology to more complex transcription factor assemblies, to the study of human transcription factors and to the study of how mutations of individual proteins alter such complex assemblies present intriguing ongoing opportunities. Additionally, this initial study investigated a comparatively small set of DNA sequences, but the TIRF--PBM technique can be directly applied to microarrays of any feature density and additional sequence complexity could better elucidate complex binding specificity. Further, the identification of small molecules which can disrupt the interactions of specific protein:protein interactions in such complexes provides a potentially powerful new route to the development of highly focused drugs with cancer therapeutic applications ([@B1]). TIRF--PBM can, in principle, be applied to the analysis of any complex of DNA- or RNA-binding proteins. We have shown TIRF--PBM to be a sensitive, effective and high-throughput means to obtain detailed equilibrium and kinetic data on the process of transcription factor binding, without complicating wash steps, antibodies or other detection reagents.
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[^1]: EMSA *K*~D~s were determined under standard gel electrophoretic mobility shift conditions using dsDNA prepared for the array and labeled on the 5′-terminus of the template strand with P^32^. TIRF *K*~D~s was determined by fitting normalized fluorescence data to an association, followed by dissociation kinetic model. EMSA- and TIRF-derived *K*~D~s presented have an average ratio of 1.3 ± 0.6.
